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Two slices. Cutting board. Knife. He places them side by side on the board ensuring they run 

parallel. He holds the knife. He takes three steps to the fridge. There are two tubs of butter. 

One is nearly empty; the other barely touched. He places the full tub a thumbs-width from the 

cutting board and uses both hands to remove the lid. He still carries the knife. 

 He drags the blade through along its surface with a delicate precision, creating a 

ribbon of low fat butter. He reflects on this image before crushing the smooth curve between 

the blade and the bread. The thin wholewheat slice begins to tear. Gently, he smooths it over 

and continues to spread. Then the second. He moves again to the fridge door and removes a 

small packet of wafer thin ham. He folds the ham onto the bread. It sweats with condensation. 

He lifts the second slice onto the ham.  He pushes the stainless steel blade into the bread and 

it plunges through to the cutting board with little effort. He smiles. He lifts the bread onto the 

plate one at a time, leaving an inch between the two. He moves to the cupboard. His smile 

drops. The bottle stands alone on the shelf. His grip on the blade tightens. The squeezy cap is 

still covered in crispy, dry brown sauce, layered from frequent use. The bottle is placed on 

the same plate and he carries it with one hand into the front room. He places the plate on the 

table. The great mass does not turn its head. 

 The stained curtains are pulled tight, preventing the intrusion of natural light. ‘Sauce?’ 

she snarls. He lifts the bottle and places on the table next to the plate. She rips the top slices 

from their place, grasps the bottle and after prying its lid open, two great hands crush the 

plastic body, unleashing a hose of brown sauce. Flecks of sauce pepper the grey crockery. 

The mass squashes the top slices back into their place and lifts a slice to her mouth. He holds 

the knife tighter. Thick crumbs fall delicately down her chest. The longer he watches, the 

stronger his desire for her grows. Her cracked lips curl at their ends as sauce drips down her 

chin. 


